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BONUS ONE-YEAR FREE OF BREAKDOWN ASSISTANCE INCLUDED*

Every new scooter purchase receives ONE YEAR FREE 
breakdown assistance through 24/7 Road Service Australia! 

24/7 ROAD SERVICE AUSTRALIA 

*Through our partner Invacare, HospEquip offers 1 year of free of breakdown assistance
when you purchase your new scooter. To qualify customers need to have current and active
policies with 27/7 Road Service Australia. 

Road assistance provides assistance only when:
- Customer has an active policy
- Brake down (mechanical only) occurs outside of home

Roadside assistant provides a towing service to bring the scooter home to the customer.
Repairs are not offered and cannot offer any service when the customer is located in their
home.

To be eligible please ensure you request HospEquip register your warranty at the time of
purchase. Once your warranty has been registered, you will be automatedly signed up for
Roadside assistance. 

HOSPEQUIP SERVICE & REPAIRS

For our WA & VIC Customers, HospEquip offers you the option of
choosing an ongoing service contract to cover preventative
maintenance and therefore ensure equipment downtime is
minimised. Visit our website or call us for further details. 



MOBILITY SCOOTERS

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

47cm 40cm 37 - 42cm 51cm 101cm 2 x 18 Ah 49kg 136kg

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

47cm 41cm 46 - 56cm 59cm 122cm 2 x 36 Ah 83kg 136kg

INVACARE
Leo Mobility Scooter

INVACARE
Colibri Mobility Scooter
The Colibri is a simple yet stylish lightweight scooter and
is ideal for those who enjoy their independent lifestyle.
With its small footprint, it is extremely manoeuvrable in
tight or limited spaces and can easily be dismantled and
packed into the car boot. This micro lightweight scooter
is not only extremely portable but powerful enough to
reach speeds up to 8 km/h. 
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The Leo is an affordable lightweight scooter ideal for
both indoor and outdoor use. It can easily be dismantled
and reassembled without tools and fits neatly into the
boot of most cars. The adjustable tiller and ergonomic
handlebars provide greater comfort and help prevent
wrist and hand fatigue.



MOBILITY SCOOTERS

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

51cm 47cm 44 -51cm 66cm 127cm
2 x 12V /

50Ah
110kg 136kg

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

51cm 47cm 44 - 51cm 65cm 132cm
2 x 12V /

75Ah
136kg 160kg

INVACARE
Pegasus Pro Mobility Scooter

INVACARE
Pegasus Metro Mobility Scooter
The Pegasus Metro is ergonomically designed and
focuses on providing a safe, easy, and enjoyable ride,
whether you’re heading off to the local shops or a quick
trip to meet up with friends. The suspension system allows
you to comfortably navigate a variety of everyday surfaces
and terrains and the powerful motor safely handles
obstacles or uneven ground.
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The ergonomically designed Pegasus PRO is ideal for
longer trips into town or afternoons driving around the park
with the grandchildren. It includes all the usual comfort,
safety and reliability features but with extra performance.
The 12” pneumatic tyres, combined with the advanced
suspension system ensure you enjoy a smooth ride.



MOBILITY SCOOTERS

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

51cm 47cm 44 -51cm 68.5cm 145cm 2 x 75Ah 143kg 160kg

Seat width Seat depth Seat height
Overall
width

Overall
length

Battery
Product
Weight

S.W.L

66cm 53.5cm 44 - 51cm 68.5cm 145cm 2 x 75Ah 148kg 220kg

INVACARE
Comet Ultra Mobility Scooter

INVACARE
Comet Alpine Mobility Scooter
The Comet Alpine Scooter is the perfect solution for those
who need a robust, powerful vehicle to adventure across
terrains too challenging for traditional scooters. With powerful
75Ah batteries, larger 13” tyres, a high-back ergonomic seat
and soft-riding full suspension, the Comet can cover a
greater distance while ensuring continuous comfort.

MOBILITY SCOOTERS

The carefully thought-out design and robust construction using
the highest quality components and safety features means
safety and stability are never a concern when using the Comet
Ultra, even for users weighing up to 220kg. The adjustable
armrests and seat columns are reinforced to offer additional
support to the user when getting on and off the scooter.
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